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r I ~ he notion of Romanticism has led a disputatious life ever 
'-"'1 since its uncertain beginnings in the Romantic era. In the 
~ first half ofthe twentieth century, as the term’s use shifted slowly 
but irreversibly away from that of literary polemic and toward that of an 
academic term-away, that is, from overtly ethical and axiological battles 
and toward historical and hermeneutic ones-the famous debate between 
A. O. Lovejoy and René Wellek caused scholars to speculate whether 
Romanticism existed in a more than nominal fashion as a coherent entity.l 
The subsequent institutional history awards the victory to 찌lellek ， who 
claimed that it did, but the production and reproduction of Romanticism 
as an academic field does not in the end render Romanticism a less un
certain phenomenon.2 The difficulties it poses for the literary historian 
are well known. Romanticism is used to characterize diverse historical 
moments in nationalliteratures and to privilege specific writers or move
ments at the expense of others; at the same time, as a style or “ system of 
norms" (Wellek 2) , it seems ensnared in recurring contradictions, with a 
mode that is variously utopian and despairing, naive and self-conscious , 
humanist (Abrams) and satanic (Praz). πle larger significance of these lit
erary and academic paradoxes revolves around their denoting, as Maurice 
Blanchot remarks, a Romanticism that has also stood for a “political in
vestment," one with “extremely diverse vicissitudes, as [Romanticism] 
was at times claimed by the most reactionary regimes (that of Friedrich 
Wilhelm in r840 and the literary theoreticians of Nazism) , and at other 
times ... illuminated and understood as a demand for renovation" (r63). 
If the term now primarily serves an academic institutional arrangement, 
it nonetheless comes burdened with enough cultural significance to pose 
the conundrum of our own historical identity. 

For the difficulty Romanticism presents is not simply that of a contra
dictory entity, but rather that of a phenomenon that has to a great extent 



emergence ot a modem understandmg ot hlstory, along W1th ldeas ot revo
lution, democracy, the nation and its literature, literature and its criticism, 
and the cultural and pedagogical institutions that convey and reproduce 
such ideas. Literary historians and critics know a particularly circular ver
sion of this predicament, which may help explain why polemics against 
Romanticism so visibly mark the literary-critical record: the embarrass
ment of indebtedness is all the more irksome when the very terms of 
one’s polemic-an opposition, say, of romanticism to classicism-derive 
from the movement one wishes to castigate and escape.3 Not restricted to a 
preprofessional era, this double bind recurs persistently in contemporary 
academic criticism, sheltered though we now might be within a scholarly 
bureaucracy. The Romantics may no longer be undergoing chastisement of 
the sort meted out by Babbitt or Hulme, but Romanticism is stil1 being ac
corded the treatment of an ideology available for debunking-a debunking 
that then is found to consist in the remarkably Romantic endeavor to “ re
tum poetry to a human form" (McGann I6이 .4 Yet an obscurity persists at 
the heart of these paradoxes. We have not gained much by claiming to be in
side a Romanticism we cannot properly defìne, which m때 not, in fact, have 
an identity within which we could dwell. This obscurity is displayed in liter
ary studies as a tension between literature and the Romantic aesthetic that 
defìnes literature as such. Texts that have seemed particularly Romantic
those of Shelley, for instance, or Rousseau or Schlegel-have in their1ong, 
curious history been judged at once irreducibly literary and yet unsatisfac
tory or flawed. More recently, academicians have had to confront Romanti
cism as the matrix ofliterary theory, whose various forms draw inspiration 
from the slippage between a text and its aesthetic or critical reception
from the fact, in other words, that literature seems able to mean both too 
much and too little to be reducible to the pleasure of an intuition, or to 
the stability of an intention or a well-wrought form. With Romanticism de
fìning the terms of its 0 W11 debate, we need to account for it as a phenome
non that not only calls itself into question, but also seems to slip away from 
its own standards and its own criticallanguage, resulting in criticism that 
inhabits a constant, though usually only half-acknowledged, state 0 
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the definitions and implications of the word “bildungsroman," it appears 
to lose most or all of its ref는rential purchase. A bildungsroman ought to 
be a novel that represents and enacts Bildung, which means considerably 
more than education, as wil1 be seen; for now, we may simply observe that 
students of the genre are typically obliged to grapple with the possibility 
that the object of their study does not exist at al1. Scholars who can hard1y 
be accused of a weakness for oversophisticated literary theory (see, e.g., 
May) have wondered whether even Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister칭 Apprentice
s뼈， given the theatricality of its plot and the passivity of its eponymous 
hero, can be said to belong to a c1ass of novels it supposed1y exemplifies. 
1 have sought to elaborate elsewhere the intriguing aspects of this para
dox; here this seemingly modest aporia may be summarized as a tension 
between what literature provides and what criticism would like to receive.s 

Or perhaps the tension rests in criticism, which seems unable either 
to abandon the idea of the bildungsroman or to muzzle its skepticism. 
However, as soon as we seriously inquire after the ontology of criticism, 
which is to say after that of the literature on which it depends, we en
gage a problem of some complexity, which has been brilliantly elaborated 
by Phil1ippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy in πLe Literary Abso
lute, their study of German Romanticism. Building on the work of Walter 
Benjamin and Maurice Blanchot, Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy analyze the 
philosophical structure of the iqea of the literary text as a “self-conscious" 
text, an idea now commonplace but which emerged fully for the first 
time in the work of Romantic writers, as an aspect of the Romantic de
velopment or elaboration of modem aesthetics. Conceptualized with more 
precision, the self-conscious text unfolds into the model of a text that 
generates its own theory: “ theory itself as literature," as Lacoue-Labarthe 
and Nancy put it, “ or, in other words, literature producing itself as it pro
duces its own theory" (12). πle literary text becomes what it is-literary
in reflecting on its own constitution and thereby inscribing within itself 
the infinite task of criticism, hollowing out a space for readers who, in 
engaging the text, repeat the production of the text as it generates its own 
self-understanding. This self-understanding always lies on the horizon, be
cause each production of t 
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intuitive, unmediated moment of insight. On the other hand, it is what 
one approaches end1essly, through specialized, technical processes of me
diation. The absolute character of the text’s truth calls. for manuscript 
editions and variorum editions, biographies, memoirs , and all the minu
tiae of scholarship, as well as for the reiterated acts of interpretation we 
call criticism proper. One may thus claim in the abstract what the histori
cal record confirms: not only is there no literature without criticism, but 
the history of the idea of literature is the history of the institutionaliza
tion of literary study. It must also be noted, however, that a contradiction 
very fruitful of discourse is at the core of this institution. Literature is 
both infinitely pop띠ist and irreducibly elitist in its aspirations, at once 
avant-gardist and archival in nature. As a consequence, a tension persists 
between academic and anti-academic discourse about literature (a litera
ture that is always being “ betrayed" by the scholarly reverence it elicits); 
between scholarship and criticism in the academy; and between poetics 
and hermeneutics in criticism. The critical endeavor, however, is as irre
ducible as it is conflicted, since it embodies the very selεconsciousness of 
the literary text. Indeed, criticism has thoroughly displaced philology in 
the twentieth-century academy partly because the former ’s appeal to the 
“opacity" and “inexhaustibility" of the literary text (Warner II, I6) results 
in the full integration of the literary absolute as an institutional rationale.6 

Larger metaphysical and political issues are at stake in the development 
of literature as theOlγ than the modest scope of academic literary criti
cism would lead one to conclude. For in modeling the autoproduction of 
reflection, Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy emphasize , literature is finally an 
absolute not of poetry but of “poiesy or, in other words, production": 

Romantic poetry sets out to penetrate the essence of poiesy, in which 
the literary thing produces the truth of production in itself, and thus, 
as will be evident in all that fo l1ows, the truth of the production of 
itseκ of autopoiesy. And if it is true (as Hegel will soon demonstrate, 
entirely against romanticism) that auto-production constitutes the ulti
mate instance and closure of the speculative absolute, then romantic 
thought involves not only the absolute of literature, but literature as 
the absolute. (I2; italics in original) 

The literary absolute thus “aggravates and radicalizes the thinking of 
totality and the Subject" (I5) , and thereby becomes the privileged other 
of philosophy, at once the object of philosophy’s desire and an excess 
toward which philosophy must maintain a reserve. For our purposes two 
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consequen않s bear emphasizing. (1) This “Subject" remains in proximity 
to and possibly depends upon a linguistic model, since the thought of 
literature provides the Subject with its most immediate and exemplary 
self-image, though not necessarily with a ful1y reliable image: Hegel’s 
hostility to Romanticism constitutes on1y one event in the well-known 
story of philosophy’s profound ambivalence toward literature. This 없n

bivalence, about which more remains to be said below, arguably informs 
even Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy’san따ysis of it. (2) πle Subject, in its 
historicity, comes into being as Bildung, “남le putting-into-form of form" 
(Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy 104). A1남10U양1 the complex itinerary of the 
concept of Bildung in German and Westem European intellectual his
tory can on1y be suggested here, it is instructive to recall Hans-Georg 
Gadamer’s authoritative description of Bildung in Truth and Method, lest 
it be imagined that Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancyare overstating their case. 
Since Bildung is grounded in a linguistic model-in the liter따yabsolute 

as the autoproducti'따.ty oflanguage-Gadamer unsurprisingly claims 버at 

this concept’s signifier already contains in miniature a fusion of process, 
telos, and self-representation: “1n Bildung there is Bild. ’The idea of ‘form’ 
lacks the mysterious ambiguity of Bild, which can mean both Nachbild 
(‘뻐age，’ 'copy’) and Vorbild (‘model’)" (12). And since Bildung, as the rep
resentation of its own striving, “remains in a constant state of fu빠ler 

continued Bildung," it achieves the autoproductivity of nature: “It is not 
accidental that in this the word Bildung resembles the Greek physis. Like 
nature, Bildung has no go떠s outside itself." Such natural accu1turation is 
necessarily universal in its destiny: “It is the universal nature of human 
Bildung to constitute itself as a universal intellectual being" (13). 

Signifying both Nachbild and Vorbild, Bildung encloses the stru다ure of 
mimesis itself, which, through the temporalizing prefixes nach and voζ 
becomes the structure of typology: Bildung mirrors and prefigures its own 
fulfillment in history. Bildung draws out the political project inherent in 
the literary absolute (as Subject) by drawing out autoproduction as educa
tion. ’The autoproduction of the literary or specu1ative absolute lies in its 
representing-itself-to-itself, its identi펴ring with itself: its process or histo
riciη consists in its ongoing identificatio 
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is represented by the State, the 떼ective and as it were canonica1 form 
in which the diversity of subjects seeks to unite itse1f. (Letter + par. 2) 

It would be difficult to find a more compact rendering of the essence 
and itinerary of Bildung, which appears here in its full anthropo1ogica1 
determination as the aesthetic unveiling of “man," a pragmatic process of 
autoproduction-as-identification that is both predestined and a “great task." 
The tempora1 unfo1ding of history separates the subject from the Subject, 
and it is in the gap of this tempora1 difference that the politica1 force of 
Bildung inheres. It is not simp1y that the subject discovers the objective 
form of its own ideality in the State, though this is certain1y consequential 
for the general1y conservative political character of aesthetic ideo1ogies. It 
is even more crucia1, however, that the di많rence between subject and 
Subject al10ws the 1atter to reveal itse1f “more or 1ess clearly" depending 
on the stage of deve10pment that the former occupies. Any particular sub
ject, to the precise extent that it remains particu1ar, wi1l a1ways be moving 
toward full se1f-realization, just as every determinate State wi1l remain 
“more or less" what Schi1ler c며ls a “dynamic state," moving toward the 
“mora1" or Aesthetic State that forms the te10s of Bildung. However, as an 
aesthetic event, Bildung demands phenomenal manifestation: this is to say, 
that it requires a figure , a Bild, exemplifying and prefiguring the identity 
under1ying Bildung's difference and deferral. In the concordant discord of 
history, then, certain subjects and states can, indeed must, become exem
p1ary. They wi1l always fall short of their 0뼈 exemplarity, but exemp1때ty 

inheres in thisγery shortfall: Bildung, as Gadamer says, “ remains in a con
stant state of further continued Bildung." It is thus inherent in the 10gic of 
aesthetic education that Schi1ler’s treatise shou1d regress from the univer
salist promise of its tit1e to the 1ess democratic mode1 of history suggested 
in the text’s conclusion: “ as a need, [the aesthetic state] exists in every 
fin태 attuned soul; as a realized fact, we are like1y to find it, like the pure 
Church and the pure Republic, only in some few chosen circles" (27.I2). 
And as a discourse of exemp1arity, Bildung or aesthetic education acquires 
a ful1y hegemonic character: the “ few chosen circles" of subjects capab1e 
야 identifying with the universa1 Subject are the socia1 groups that are by 
definition capab1e of representing mankind to itse1f. These few acquire 
the ability to identify with “pure ideal Man" by ac 
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(2I.5). And since the process of acculturation or Bildung that actualizes this 
potential will always in tum be found to have manifested itself most purely 
in a historically specific site (classical Greece; Germany, England, or, more 
generally, Europe; the educated classes; the male psyche; and so on) , the 
narrative of Bildung has real political significance and is in fact inseparable 
not just from the rhetoric of class struggle and colonial administration 
in the nineteenth century, but more generally from the very thought of 
history itself, as the “ individual narrative of self-formation is subsumed in 
the larger narrative of the civilizing process , the passage from savagery to 
civility, which is the master narrative of modemity" (Uoyd 134).7 

This account of Bildung is admittedly sketchy, given that, as Lacoue
Labarthe and Nancy remark, the concept “brings together shaping and 
molding, art and culture, education and sociality, and u1timately history 
and figuration" (36) , but it retums us to the task-mercifully limited in 
some respects, far-reaching in others-of understanding what happens 
when Bildung acquires the suffix Roman and the institution of criticism is 
forced to confront more direct1y its origins in the question ofliterature. As 
already indicated, the findings are ambiguous. It should at least be more 
obvious at this point why studies of the Bildungsroman generally display a 
deep investment in this genre’s existence, since it can now be established 
that the bildungsroman exhibits a certain modality of the literary absolute 
in offering itself as the literary form of Bildung. If, as Lacoue-Labarthe and 
Nancy claim, the literary absolute “ aggravates and radicalizes the think
ing of totality and the Subject," and if Bildung names the actualization 
of the Subject as pedagogy-as the story of an “education in life" - then 
the notion of the bildungsroman retums us to the literary armed with 
what Schiller would call “the determination [we] have received through 
sensation": the literary will now be absolute onlyas a mirror for the anthro
pological subject of Bildung.8 And if criticism depends upon literature (as 
theory) to fumish it with the model of its own possibility, and if the bil
dungsroman is the pragmatic, humanist rewriting of literature-as-theory, 
then it is understandable that criticism as an institution, like Lacan’s infant 
before its mirror, shouldperform a “ jubilant assum 
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Samuel Weber affirms, “is nothing less unusual, idiosyncratic, or, if you 
pref반" original, than the effort to elaborate a notion or practice of ‘refl.ex
ivity’ that would not 떠timately be rooted in the premise of a constitutive 
subject" (31이. Weber’s commentary elucidates nonsubjective refl.ection in 
terms ofwhat Benjamin calls “the irony of form ," which Weber unpacks as 
':a practice of writing which, precisely by undermining the integrity of the 
individual form, at the same time allows the singular ‘work’ m ‘survive" ’ 
(315). Rather than represent an intemalization of refl.ection as subjectivity, 
this irony would reside in the excess of form over its own self-constitution 
as form: in the mechanicallinguistic repetitions that destroy the singularity 
of the artwork whi1e permitting it to emerge. This mechanical element 
in art is what Benjamin calls the pros려c， and criticism, Benjamin writes, 
exists as a strange form of presentation [Darstellung] of this prosaic nucleus: 

Criticism is the presenta:하on of the prosaic kemel in each work. The 
concept “presentation" is thereby to be understood in the chemical 
sense, as 난le generation of one substance [Erzeugung eines StÇ，￦] 

through a determinate process to wM벼 others are subjected [unter
worfo꺼. π피s is what Schlegel meant when he said ofWilhelm Meister 
that the work “does not merely judge itself, it also presents itself 탠tellt 

sich dar]." (I09) 

Commenting on this difficult passage, Weber draws attention to its saαi
ficiallogic: “πle romantic idea of criticism thus tums out to consist in a 
processof ‘subje다ion': ‘others' are subjected so 남lat something can matteχ” 
And then, tacit1y reversing the poles of Benj따nin’s 강lemical analogy, he 
continues: "As a result of this subjection to the other, criticism ‘stellt sich 
dar,’ se양 i양elf forth, sets forth, departing from itself to become something 
else, something lacking a proper n없ne and which Benjamin, and 짧erhim 

de Man, wil1 call 'allegory' ,’ (317; emphasis in original). It is perhaps n야 im
mediately clear how or to what criticism subjects itself in 삼lÏs passage, but 
Weber’s proposed reversal, thou앙1 une앤lained， is consequent: criticism 
is always the criticism or‘“D따stellung" of itself, and thus is a subjection of 
itselfto 때 alterity which is itself. A끄 of the terms in this sacrificial story 
can in fact be substituted for each other, as Benjamin’s passive and para
tactic syntax allows either “criticism" or the “prosaic kemel" to occupy the 
place eit 
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thep이itical term “subjection": the story of an Unterwerfung, a sub-jection 
or “ throwing under" of a plural othemess. In this sense the anonymous 
“others" in Benjamin’s sentence have no existence except as placeholders 
for the violence of the “determinate process" of Darstellung: they are thus 
irrecuperable, inaccessible to the substitutive process that 납ley make pos
sible. The sacrificial exch없1ge， which leads back to the autoproductive 
wor1d of natural prod'uction (Erzeugung) and Bildung, could not exist with
out this violent Unterwe바ng， which nonetheless remains radic따ly hetero
geneous to it. The "thrown-under" others thus reiterate an alterity irrecu
perable to, yet constitutive of, the su힘:ect; this is also to say that they mark 
the mechanical insistence that Benj없파1， deliberately contesting the sub
jectivist model of irony, terms the “irony of form." C꾀ticism， the “presenta
tion" of this irony, is thus the figure of its own unwitting and unstoppable 
“subjection," an ongoing throwing-under of understanding that, as Weber 
reminds us, is what “Benjamin, and after him de Man, wi1l call 퍼legory:'’ 

What this might mean becomes clearer on examining the passage to 
which Benjamin refers us in Friedrich Schlegel's famous essay on Wilhelm 
Meister. For Schlegel, Wilhelm Meister is so “ thorough1y new and unique" a 
text that it can on1y be understood “in itself [aus sich selbst]" (133); when 
reading it we must exercise what Kant would call a purely refiective judg
ment, deriving our generic concept [Gattungsbegr뼈 from the object in its 
P따ticu1따ity: 

Perhaps one should thus at once judge itand not judge it-which 
seems to be no easy task. Luckily it is one of those books that judge 
themselves, and so relieve the critic of a끄 trouble. Indeed, it doesn'’t 
just judge itself; it also presents itself [stellt sich auch selbst d찌깨. 
(133-34) 

Critical representations of the text “wo버d be superfiuous [üb생찌S빼."But 
the strange order of Darstellung that Benjamin read in the formation of the 
literary absolute insures that a certain reading, however superfiuous, will 
be called for. A f늄w sentences later we read that the novel '‘disappoints 
as often as it fulfi11s custom따y expectations of unity and coherence," and 
that it in fact fails to judge itself insofar as it 굶ils to pass from the level of 
the particular to thay of the general-a 옮ilure that signals the retum of the 
former1y “superfiuous" reader: 

If any book has genius, it is this one. If this genius had been able to 
characterize itself in general as well as in particular, no one would 
have been able to say anything further about the novel as a whole, and 
how one should take it. Here a small supplement [Ergänzung] remains 
possible, and a f는w explanations will not seem useless or superfiuous 
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isfactory, and this and that in the middle of the text will be found 
superfluous and incoherent [übe1jlüssig und unzusammenhängend]. 
And even he who knows how to distinguish the god1ike from artistic 
willfulness will f는el something isolated in the first and last reading, as 
though in the deepest and most beautiful harmony and oneness the 
final knotting of thought and fee1ing were lacking. (I33-34) 

The text judges itself but does not judge itself; it accounts for its own 
particularity but fails to inscribe itself in a genre (Gattung). And the 
reader, initially suspended between judging and not judging, then made 
übe1jlüssig by the text’s self-reflexive power, finally becomes a supplement 
(Ergänzung) that is nicht übe1jlüssig. This reader, a master reader who 
knows how to distinguish “the god1ike from artistic willfulness ," performs 
an aesthetic judgment and necessarily finds the text wanting-just as 
critics once found Shelley or Rousseau or Romanticism wanting, and just 
as Hegel, in the Aesthetics, was to find Schlegel’s work of an “ indefinite 
and vacillating character," “sometimes achieving too much, sometimes too 
1ittle" (63). But nothing could be more suspect than this magisterial act of 
judgment, for it has been generated by the text’s inability to account for 
itself-a predicament replayed in the lucid incoherence of Schlegel’s own 
theoretical narrative. 

Theory, here, is “1iterary" precisely to the extent that it is unable to 
know its own origin, as the 1iterary recedes from theory in the very act 
of constituting it. Theory becomes theory out of self-resistance: a paradox 
n~cely exemp1ified by Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy’s π~e Literary Absolute, 
which achieves its insight into the Subject’s dependence on 1iterature only 
by remaining b1ind to what Benjamin conveys to us as 1iterature’s dis
ruptψe subjection of the Subject.lO In thinking about such “subjection" in 
rhetorical terms as a nonsubjective, formal irony, Benjamin remains faith
ful to Schlegel’s own much-misunderstood presentation of irony. In the 
passage just examined, for instance, irony must be thought of precisely 
in Benjamin’s terms as an excess of exemplarity or of form, a surplus or 
remainder that produces the judging subject by disrupting the dialectical 
passage from particular to general. When Schlegel goes on to character
ize wilhelm Meister in terms of “ the irony that hovers over the whole 
work" (I37) , he is referring to a textuality t 
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the other name of speculation" (86) , they are in a crucial sense very far 

from Schlegel and paradoxically close to the formulations that Hegel di

rects against Schlegel in the name of speculative thought, when he defines 

irony in the Aesthetics as “ the principle of absolute subjectivity" (67) and 

condemns its “concentration of the ego into itself, for which all bonds are 

snapped and which can live only in the bliss of self-enjoyment. This irony 

was invented by Friedrich Schlegel, and many others have babbled about it 

or are now babbling about it again" (66). 
When Hegel goes on to insist, in the raised tone that so frequently ac

companies his discussions of irony, that “ if irony is taken as the keynote 

of the representation, then the most inartistic of all principles is taken to 

be the principle of the work of art" (68) , he is identifying criticism’s fail

ure as a failure to prevent irony from causing criticism to fail to become 

criticism. Literature is another name for this failure , and the bildungs

roman is an exemplary site in which criticism’s failure and its failure to 

fail become legible as the simu1taneous co-implication and incompatibility 

ofliterature and aesthetics , thanks to the illegibility of “ the most inartistic 

of all principles," irony. Irony, in this sense, may be termed Romantic, but 

only if one understands Romanticism as another version of the literary 

event: the event of a literariness “ absolute" only in its irreducibility to a 

subjectivism and a humanism that it nonetheless inspires. 

Notes 

For a survey of the history of the term “ Romantic ," see Wellek 2-22. 

2 To say this is not in any way to deny that the term “Romanticism" functions quite 
effectively as what John Rieder calls a “sign of specialization" within the bureaucratic 
university-that is, as a sign that “projects a blandly obvious homogeneity of endeavor 
to the outside, and yet constitutes itself internally as a continual reworking and re
definition of its substance" (9) , thereby allowing a “field" to be marked out, funded, 
and reproduced. The institutional power of the term does not close off its uncertainty, 
however, insofar as Romanticism may be understood to name the emergence of, 
among other things , the modern pedagogical institution itself, particularly as regards 
the study and teaching ofliterature, as we shall see 
For a representative text from the modernist period, see Hulme. The opposition of 
classicism to romanticism was popularized by A. W. Schlegel and Mme de Staël in the 
early nineteenth century; see Wellek 8-9 

4 Compare with Woodmansee, who claims that the associationist aesthetic of Francis 
Jeffrey “rings refreshingly current" when contrasted with the “abstraction from 

~ 

local affiliations or ‘interests’ " demanded by “Coleridgean" notions of art (I27, I32). 
Woodmansee’s binary exaggerations (conjuring a Jeffrey whose aesthetic is devoid of 
all “abstraction ," a Coleridge hostile to “ local affiliations") labor in the service of a 
Romantic humanism that remains unquestioned. This is as good a place as any to note 
the appearance of Francis Jeffrey in McGann, who, confronting “ the now widespread 
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ofthe Ly셔cal Bal!ads: “πlÏs will never do" (2이. It is a curious moment: a prominent, 
late-twentieth-century Romanticist performs a fl.ashy act of identification with British 
Romanticism’s symb이ic opponent, precisely at a point in McGann’s text in which 
McGann’s own involvement in Romanticism is being summoned up and negotiated. 

5 See my Phantom Formations, especially ch. 2, from which the foregoing and all subse
quent paragraphs in the present essay have been extracted and adapted. 

61th따ù< John Rieder for drawing my attention to Warner’s essay. Graff provides the 
classic account of the struggle between philologists and belletristic critics during the 
early years of the integration of literature into the university in the United States. For 
a history of English studies in Britain, see Baldick, and for the development of pro
fessionalliterary study in France, Germany, and Spain, see, respectiv리y， Compagnon, 
Hohendahl, and Godzich and Spadaccini. 

7 1bis “master narrative" is interwoven through the modern bureaucratic state in nu
merous ways, not the least as the story of what Friedrich Kittler calls the socialization 
("Über die Sozialisation"), and Michel Foucault the disciplining, of subjects. Exem
plary or aesthetic pedagogy occurs not just as metanarrative but as the concrete and 
microscopic practices summarized as the civilization or socialization of a self. The 
institutions responsible for Bi!dung in this sense would include the nuclear family, the 
schools, and certain forms of mass media, as well as the university; and, as Kittler 
suggests, the instituti,on of literature has an important role to play in this scenario: 
not just as a discourse exemplifying national or ethnic identity, but as a pedagogical 
instrument central to the production of “ individuals" on alllevels of the socialization 
process. See Ki버er， Discourse Networks 3-173, for a discussion of the new centrality 
of the mother in primary education around 1800 (such that she becomes the Bi!d
nerin, the erotic site of Bi!dung's origins [5이) and an analysis of coeval developments 
in German educational bureaucracies and in technologies of pedagogy and reading. 
Kittler’s reading of the role of the bildungsroman in this context is most fully laid out 
in his long essay “Über die Sozialisation." For a Foucauldian reading of Bildung, see 
von Mücke 161-206. For a helpfuJ study of the idea of Bildung in nineteenth-century 
German thought, see Brufor 
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